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The concept of agency is of crucial importance in cognitive science and artificial intelligence, and it is

often used as an intuitive and rather uncontroversial term, in contrast to more abstract and theoreti-
cally heavily weighted terms such as intentionality, rationality, or mind. However, most of the available

definitions of agency are too loose or unspecific to allow for a progressive scientific research program.

They implicitly and unproblematically assume the features that characterize agents, thus obscuring
the full potential and challenge of modeling agency. We identify three conditions that a system must

meet in order to be considered as a genuine agent: (a) a system must define its own individuality, (b)

it must be the active source of activity in its environment (interactional asymmetry), and (c) it must
regulate this activity in relation to certain norms (normativity). We find that even minimal forms of

proto-cellular systems can already provide a paradigmatic example of genuine agency. By abstract-

ing away some specific details of minimal models of living agency we define the kind of organization
that is capable of meeting the required conditions for agency (which is not restricted to living organ-

isms). On this basis, we define agency as an autonomous organization that adaptively regulates its

coupling with its environment and contributes to sustaining itself as a consequence. We find that spa-
tiality and temporality are the two fundamental domains in which agency spans at different scales. We

conclude by giving an outlook for the road that lies ahead in the pursuit of understanding, modeling,

and synthesizing agents.
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1 Agency as a Departure Point

The concept of agency plays a central role in contem-
porary cognitive science as a conceptual currency
across different sub-disciplines (especially in embod-
ied, situated, and dynamical approaches—Beer, 1995,
2003; Brooks, 1991; Pfeifer & Scheier, 1999). It owes
this central role to its capacity to capture the notion of

a behaving system while avoiding the endless discus-
sions around alternative foundational terms such as
representations, intentions, cognitive subject, conscious
being, or mind. While an insect-like robot already
seems to be a minimal instance of agency, the concept
is open enough to also cover humans or even collec-
tive organizations. From the departure point of agency
it is possible to envision a research program that pro-
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ceeds from the bottom up, from the simplest embod-
ied behavior, grounding higher level phenomena on
increasingly complex forms of situated interactions
and their underlying mechanisms. This program would,
furthermore, be amenable to dynamical systems’
modeling cutting across brain, body, and world and
integrating different levels of mechanistic organiza-
tion into the same explanatory framework. This pos-
sibility has generated considerable enthusiasm and has
come to renew some of the foundations of cognitive
science (Barandiaran, 2008; Beer, 1995; Christensen,
1999; Di Paolo, 2005; Hendriks-Jansen, 1996; Wheeler,
2005).

Yet, while the need to explicitly define agency
has been recognized, most current researchers assume
an intuitive and unproblematic notion of agency. As a
large part of the literature shows, most researchers do
not pay much attention to what it is that constitutes a
system as an agent. Is a Khepera robot an agent, inde-
pendently of its control architecture or its body, just in
virtue of its capacity to move around an arena? What
about a protocellular system pumping ions outside its
membrane? Is a bird gliding on wind currents an agent?
Do the tremors affecting a Parkinson disease patient
count as agency? How can we justify the negation or
attribution of agency to the above cases in a manner
amenable to scientific scrutiny?

Despite the difficulty in providing a clear and pre-
cise answer to these questions, a loose or metaphorical
concept of agency has helped to reconceptualize cog-
nitive systems as inherently situated while grounding
intelligent capacities on behavior-generating mecha-
nisms (as opposed to abstract symbolic algorithms).
However, it is time to move forward and to propose a
deeper definition of agency, capable of addressing some
fundamental issues that could bring natural agency to
scientific scrutiny and improve our modeling practices
(including the creation of artificial agents).

This article is organized as follows. First, we iden-
tify three key properties of agency: individuality, asym-
metry, and normativity and argue why these are good
candidates for necessary and sufficient conditions for
agency. Next, we examine how these properties are
already present in simple living systems (as high-
lighted by a long tradition in philosophical and theo-
retical biology and cognitive science). We shall then
describe a minimal-template organization that meets
those conditions in the sense that it generates phenom-
ena that satisfy them (we shall call this a “generative

definition”). We then discuss how spatiality and tem-
porality are linked to and co-emerge with agency.
We finally conclude with an evaluation of ongoing
research in the modeling and synthesis of artificial
agents.

2 What Agency Requires: Individuality, 
Asymmetry, and Normativity

In making a scientific definition we must balance two
constraints in tension: we must be able to capture the
meaning of the term as used intuitively in science and
in everyday life and, at the same time, we must pro-
vide an operational and precise characterization. Eve-
ryday concepts can be slippery (yet perfectly useful),
whereas strict definitions can easily become too nar-
row or too broad. Undoubtedly, we face this tension in
the present attempt to define agency and we will eval-
uate our definition along these requirements. We
recognize that properly characterizing such a com-
plex and polysemic concept is not divorced from our
attempts to study agency. Consequently, our theo-
retical understanding should not only depend on intu-
itive ideas and full-fledged preexisting theoretical
accounts, but also on present and future empirical or
modeling results. In other words, our definition is a
proposal that may have to be revised after an empiri-
cal evaluation of its practical and theoretical implica-
tions.

The rise of synthetic robotic approaches in cogni-
tive science and adaptive behavior modeling in the
1990s has led to an explosion of proposed definitions of
agency (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995). For instance,
Russell and Norvig in their classical AI handbook
(1995, p. 33) propose that “an agent is anything that can
be viewed as perceiving its environment through sen-
sors and acting upon that environment through effec-
tors.” Maes (1994, p. 136), on the other hand defines an
agent as “a system that tries to fulfill a set of goals in a
complex, dynamic environment”; Beer (1995, p. 173)
considers an agent “any embodied system [that pursues]
internal or external goals by its own actions while in
continuous long-term interaction with the environment
in which it is situated,” while Smithers (1995, p. 97)
states that “agent systems are systems that can initiate,
sustain, and maintain an ongoing and continuous inter-
action with their environment as an essential part of
their normal functioning.” After an extensive review
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of different definitions of agency (including some of
those previously mentioned), Franklin and Graesser
(1996, p. 25) conclude that “an autonomous agent is a
system situated within and a part of an environment
that senses that environment and acts on it, over time,
in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it
senses in the future.” Kauffman (2000, p. 8) has defined
an agent as a system that “can act on its own behalf in
an environment.” Following his work, Ruiz-Mirazo
and Moreno (2000) defend that minimal autonomous
agents are those chemical systems capable of actively
constraining their boundary conditions for self-main-
tenance. In a parallel manner, Christensen and Hooker
(2000) state that “[a]gents are entities which engage in
normatively constrained, goal-directed, interaction
with their environment” (p. 133).

Most of these definitions rely strongly on intuitive
notions of sensing, perception, action, goal, and so
forth. This means that if we want to establish whether
a given system is an agent in the first place, not only
study its behavior, we have to clarify these intuitive
terms. In this sense, many definitions are not complete:
they rely on additional undefined terms. For instance,
understanding agency and understanding action are par-
allel endeavors, and we should not presuppose one in
order to define the other.

In order to proceed systematically toward a defi-
nition we shall first attempt a non-controversial descrip-
tion of what an agent is. Abstracting away from the
particularities of the above definitions we can generalize
that agency involves, at least, a system doing something
by itself according to certain goals or norms within a
specific environment.

From this description, three different, though inter-
related, aspects of agency follow immediately: (a) there
is a system as a distinguishable entity that is different
from its environment, (b) this system is doing some-
thing by itself in that environment, and (c) it does so
according to a certain goal or norm. A generative defi-
nition of agency has to account, at least, for these
three requirements. Let us investigate them in more
detail.

2.1 Individuality

First of all, in order for a system to be an agent, there
must be a distinction between the system and its envi-
ronment. This we shall call the individuality condition.
The identity of an agent as an individual distinguisha-

ble from its environment is often taken for granted or
seen as trivially irrelevant. Any characterization of
agency is then limited to the establishment of the kind
of relationship (representational, informational, inten-
tional, adaptive, etc.) between a pre-given agent and
its world. However, neither a specific environment
nor agentive relations with this environment can exist
without the constitution of an agent as an individuated
system. This constitution is not just a precondition for
agency, a separate issue that, once it happens, can be
taken for granted so as to focus attention on the rela-
tion between system and environment. As we will
argue, the interactive dimension of agency appears
tightly coupled to the very constitution of its individu-
ality. (We will use the terms individuality and identity
interchangeably.)

When describing an undifferentiated process (e.g.,
a homogeneous hectometer of gas), it is impossible to
talk about a system and its environment. There need to
be distinguishable and relatively stable components or
ensembles. However, even when faced with such com-
ponents, the question of which of them are assigned to
the system and which to the environment remains. As
observers, we can in principle establish any arbitrary
separation in this kind of situation. The problem of
individuality becomes the problem of justifying which
one we choose among the large set of possible and
arbitrary distinctions between system and environ-
ment and why does the system qualify as an individual
(and not just as a mere collection or arbitrary aggre-
gate).

In some cases, the tendency is to justify such dis-
tinctions through the functionality (including the epis-
temic convenience) that the composite system holds for
the observer. For example, we might agree on declaring
that the table, pen, paper, computer, and lamp constitute
the “workplace” system. But, in this case, no intrinsic
force or process is lumping the components together,
nor has the system as a whole (independently of us) a
specific way of functioning and demarcating itself from
the rest of the office. In other cases, a force might be
lumping components together, like the strong forces at
the nucleus of an atom or gravitational forces in plane-
tary systems. Similarly, some kind of structural link-
age could also do the job, as in the case of towing
hooks in a clock. And yet, what belongs to the clock
“as a clock” or to planetary systems remains unclear
without an observer introducing an arbitrary criteria on
the definition of the system in terms of the function it
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sub-serves for her (such as measuring time) or labeling
a composite as a system by mere convention (such as
astronomic ensembles). Robots are often described as
agents in these two senses only: because its mechani-
cal structure is lumping the material components into
a unitary motile entity and because the robot as a
whole operates according to some performance crite-
ria that the observer or designer judges useful or
coherent.

In his essay on the Biological Foundations of Indi-
viduality, Hans Jonas describes a similar situation. He
inquires about the nature of organic identity and this,
he argues, cannot be the same kind of identity granted
to artifacts: “the decisive observation, of course, is
that to the artifact the identity is accorded; and, insofar
as this requires a continuity of memory and tradition
in those who do accord it, the identity is the function
of another identity, namely, that established in mem-
ory, individual and social. This originative identity of
the cognitive subject is a prerequisite for the accorded
identity of the object. But this original identity, being
that of living systems, is just a case of what we are
inquiring into, … This [identity] we have acknowl-
edged as owned by, not loaned to its subject.” (Jonas,
1968, pp. 239–240).

A concept of agency that cannot account for the
way in which an agent defines itself as an individual
requires another agent (the observer) to perform the
system–environment distinction. If we then have to
justify the identity of this observer agent by means of
another one, and so on, we enter an infinite explana-
tory regress. In contrast, an entity capable of distin-
guishing itself as an individual in the absence of an
observer, as Jonas proposes for the case of living organ-
isms, does not suffer from this problem.1 We then note
that, as opposed to other systems, agents appear as
unified in themselves and do not depend on their
being useful for an external entity or accorded on their
identity by a community of other agents in order to
become what they are. Therefore, the first condition
for the appearance of agency is the presence of a sys-
tem capable of defining its own identity as an individual
and thus distinguishing itself from its surroundings; in
doing so, it defines an environment in which it carries
out its actions. Moreover, agents define themselves as
individuals as an ongoing endeavor and through the
actions they generate, a point to which we will return
later on. This brings us to the next condition for
agency.

2.2 Interactional Asymmetry

Once an individual is in place, exchanges of matter and
energy are inevitable at some level; the system is cou-
pled to its environment. However, the concept of agency
is intuitively associated with that of action, not mere
system–environment coupling or exchange. An agent is
a system that does something as opposed to other natu-
ral entities to which we attribute no specific actions
except metaphorically (e.g., “The sun rises”). In other
words, an agent is a source of activity, not merely a pas-
sive sufferer of the effects of external forces. Similarly,
an agent is not driven to act by internal, sub-systemic
modules which subordinate the system to the triggering
or isolated functioning of a local mechanism. In a sense
yet to be properly disclosed, an agent as a whole
drives itself, breaking the symmetry of its coupling
with the environment so as to modulate it from within.
We call this condition interactional asymmetry.

In order to understand this condition, we should
proceed in stages. A first approximation demands that
we look for this asymmetry in the causal structure of
the interaction between an agent and its environment.
It seems intuitively right that the agent causes its own
actions and that this causal role is sufficient to describe
the asymmetry we are after. Needless to say, the con-
cept of causality in complex systems is problematic.
In this context, we reduce it to two possible scenarios:
an energetic and a statistical sense.

One way to understand interactional asymmetry in
terms of the causal origin of action events is to con-
sider, as others have done, an agent as responsible
for managing and gathering the energy resources for
action. For this line of thinking, the asymmetry require-
ment is expressed in terms of the capacity of the sys-
tem to constrain energy flows to sustain coordinated
processes that are in turn reused by the system in a
circular manner (Kauffman, 2000; Ruiz-Mirazo &
Moreno, 2000). It is argued that cellular organization,
by coupling endergonic and exergonic reactions and
channeling energy flows, can produce work, moving
the behavior of the system away from its thermody-
namic tendency. Such energy-based conceptions of
cause match an intuitive notion of action and agency:
the system is the energetic drive of an otherwise neu-
tral or spontaneous coupling with its environment
(actively pumping ions or performing chemotaxis as
opposed to the passive suffering of an osmotic burst or
being moved by currents or local fluctuations in a
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pond). However, being a source of activity does not
imply trying to constantly avert the effect of environ-
mental forces through the investment of internally
channeled energy, but often, on the contrary, being
able to “surf” these effects in a specific direction.

Consider a bird gliding. Being pushed by the
wind is not usually considered an action, and, in the
above sense, it does not involve the investment of its
own energy resources. However, birds usually let
themselves be carried by the wind exerting control
only by means of minimal movements; they exploit
and use external forces rather than to counter them
head-on. Is this not an action? A notion of causation in
terms of the required energy investment could account
for actions only in those cases where the energy is
fully or primarily recruited by the system. Otherwise,
it is not possible to say that there is an asymmetry in
the interaction. Actions such as gliding become ambig-
uous in this view, for even though it seems correct to
say that a small energy investment (a slight wing move-
ment) is the cause of the action (flying toward a target),
to affirm this requires a different notion of causation
than that being explored in this route.

An alternative route toward characterizing the
agent as the causal source of its activity could be to
localize it as the center of influence in a dynamical
course of events. How can the structure of influences
be unpacked in a system of interactions that is com-
plex and non-linear? It is sometimes possible to indi-
cate the degree to which a system is affected by
another at a certain point in time using statistical
measures to quantify the influence that one system
exerts on another or their relative independence (e.g.,
Lungarella, Ishiguro, Kuniyoshi, & Otsu, 2007; Seth,
2007). Typically, this involves measuring statistical
correlations (in terms of predictability, mutual infor-
mation, etc.) to identify statistically significant pat-
terns and to infer causal structure from the temporal
ordering of events. In this way, changes in the behav-
ior-generating mechanisms of the system preceding
environmental or relational changes in a statistically
significant manner would lead us to call the system
the agent of the interaction. Is this way of analyzing
causal structures sufficient to describe the asymmetry
between agent and environment?

It is problematic to try to disentangle the condi-
tion of asymmetry purely in terms of the structure of
temporal correlations of the system/environment inter-
action. First, these measures rely on a series of assump-

tions to work (e.g., typically stationarity of the data and
weak non-linearity) that might not be applicable to
most of the cases. Second, and despite such correla-
tions being clearly relevant, they might not properly
describe the asymmetric relation that we sometimes
find in clear cases of agency. For instance, except for
what occurs in a split second interval, the physical dif-
ference between someone falling off a cliff and some-
one taking a dive into the ocean is probably too small
to be practically captured by statistical measures of
causality (unless we can count on a large sample of
nearly identical instances of these events). During the
fall, most of the interaction between the system (the
falling body) and the environment is dominated by the
environmental side (the law of gravity, the air friction,
the wind), and yet one event qualifies as an action and
the other does not.

It seems, therefore that we arrive at similar prob-
lems both when we attempt to characterize asymmetry
in terms of energy-dependence or dynamic correla-
tions. In some situations, these measures can indicate
clear instances of agency, but in both cases, we have
found situations where the proposal fails. Our solution
to this situation will be to define interactional asym-
metry in terms that are weaker than those of causation,
but also less problematic.

We can capture the situations described above
(those cases where a clear energy gathering and regu-
lation is executed by the system in order to initiate
action) and their exceptions (those cases where the
agent is “surfing” the coupling with the environment)
with a notion of modulation of the interaction. The
coupling between a system and its environment is,
strictly speaking, a symmetrical physical happening
(but potentially with periods where one half of the
coupling is statistically more dominant than the
other). However, an agent is able to modulate some of
the parametrical conditions and to constrain this cou-
pling in a way that the environment (typically) does
not. This condition can be expressed like this:

dS/dt = FQ(S, E) (1)

dE/dt = GQ(S, E) (2)

∆p = HT(S) p ⊂ Q, (3)

where S describes the state of the agent, and E the
state of the environment. Equations 1 and 2 are sym-
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metrical and describe two coupled systems. The
parameter Q represents a set of conditions and con-
straints on the coupling, including constraints inter-
nal to each system. A subset of these conditions is
described at a given time by the parameter p. Equation 3
describes the asymmetrical modulation of the cou-
pling by the agent. It applies only for an interval of
time T and not for all time. For instance, before the
jump, the diver is interacting with the solid ground. A
sequence of muscle movements (changes in S) results
in a dramatic change in the constraints that modulate
the coupling with the environment (∆p) leading the
system to engage in free-fall dynamics. Here we must,
of course, notice that were the diver not poised at the
edge of a cliff, the same sequence of muscle move-
ment resulting in jumping forwards would produce a
very different effect. This indicates that action is con-
textual (on Q) and temporally extended (T).

Notice that p can represent very general con-
straints, not just parameters that could be redescribed
as variables in a way that the symmetry of coupling is
restored. On the contrary, some of these constraints
could be non-holonomic, that is, not describable in a
manner that allows mathematical integration, the rela-
tion to the cliff edge in the case of the diver being one
example.

We must also notice that the modulation of p by
the agent is not necessarily a continuous occurrence,
and hence such modulations are events in themselves.
In addition, there are other constraints and conditions
within the set Q that are not in p and so are not neces-
sarily within reach of the agent’s modulation and
might be affected by other systems (either agents or
not). As mentioned above, such changes are typically
not induced by the environment, however, they can
occur accidentally. An agent is a system that systemati-
cally and repeatedly modulates its structural coupling
with the environment. We therefore define interactional
asymmetry as the condition describing a system as
capable of engaging in some modulations of the cou-
pling and doing so at certain times, but not necessarily
always (and, for extreme cases, just capable of halting
a coupling).

There is a sense in which a proper action is real-
ized by a coordination of the different parts of the
agent not only with respect to the production of
changes in p, but also with respect to the ensuing
modulation being somehow aimed at a particular out-
come. These are aspects that are not fully covered by

the requirement of interactional asymmetry and so
they bring us to the last condition.

2.3 Normativity

Even if we have a well-identified system being itself
the active source of modulations in how it couples to
the environment, we are still missing an extra ingredi-
ent in order to call it an agent. The spasms of a person
suffering from Parkinson’s disease are not considered
to be the actions, even though the person is a well-
identifiable entity and the genuine source of her inter-
actions with the environment. Something prevents us
from calling tremors or spasms actions. When consid-
ering agency we presuppose that the interaction is not
random or arbitrary but makes some “sense” for the
agent itself. Agents have goals or norms according to
which they are acting, providing a sort of reference
condition, so that the interactive modulation is carried
out in relation to this condition.2

More knowledge than that provided by universal
laws is necessary to reveal a system as an agent. It is
necessary to include the contingent conditions that
transform the modulation of the environmental cou-
pling, into a regulation of the coupling, something done
so as to satisfy a given norm. In other words, norms or
goals cannot be deduced from universal laws alone,
they show up as contingent regularities with a sense of
ought-to-be in themselves: the norm must be fol-
lowed, not doing it becomes a failure. Note that this is
not the case for all kinds of systems. Planets cannot
“fail” to follow the laws of nature. Agents, however,
actively regulate their interactions and this regulation
can produce failure or success according to some
norm. This is what we call the normativity condition.

We can only make sense of norms as the result of a
specific set of conditions that both enable and demand a
system to distinguish between different physical out-
comes of its coupling with the environment. Norma-
tivity is an essential component of agency, even if its
presence can be stronger or weaker, as a degree of
improvement, of increasing/decreasing adequacy, of
gradual functional achievement, and so forth. This is
the case independently of whether norms are linked
directly or indirectly to vital requirements (the self-
maintenance of the agent’s biological infrastructure)
or are acquired and embodied in other self-sustained
forms of life (psychological, cultural, etc.). Again, it is
insufficient that we, as observers, make judgments on
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behalf of the agent about the “adequacy” of its behav-
ior in relation to some of our own norms, standards, or
goals (epistemic, artistic, ethical, functional, or other-
wise). If we are to adopt a naturalistic approach we
must be able to justify this normativity based on the
very “nature” of the agent. A naturalistic but non-
reductionist account of agency has to render explicit an
agent’s own self-defined normativity. Attempts to posit
this problem and the framework under which it should
be addressed have been made before (Christensen,
1999; Christensen & Bickhard, 2002; Christensen &
Hooker, 2000; Di Paolo, 2005; Di Paolo, Rohde, &
De Jaegher, in press; Mossio, Saborido, & Moreno, in
press; Weber & Varela, 2002).

2.4 Relation Between the Three 
Requirements

The requirements of individuality, asymmetry, and
normativity seem to characterize most of the instances
in which a notion of agency is invoked in formal (e.g.,
legal or scientific) or informal contexts, even though
more requirements must be in place to speak of more
specific forms of agency. The question must be asked
about the relation between these three requirements. Is
it just an ad hoc list constructed so as to fit our intui-
tions? As it turns out, as we have already hinted, these
requirements are mutually supporting ideas that alto-
gether point to a deeper principle or organization from
which they originate. But let us analyze their relation-
ship in more detail.

The first thing to note is that the three require-
ments are necessary conditions for agency but none of
them is sufficient on its own (nor any two of them
without the third). Yet, not all of them stand in the same
relationship to each other. The individuality condition
appears as a precondition for the other two. Neither
asymmetry nor normativity would make much sense
in the lack of an individualized system to which these
properties can be attributed. Even if the origin of some
norms does not fully lie within the individual (e.g.,
social norms), it is always the individual who internal-
izes them, acts according to them, either succeeds or
fails in doing so and, we could add, the failure or suc-
cess has some effect on it (e.g., on its socially con-
structed identity). We have shown how once an
individuality is in place there are cases in which,
despite there being a clear interactional asymmetry
(the case of Parkinson’s tremors) there is no genuine

agency without normativity. The contrary can also be
the case. A system–environment coupling might be sat-
isfying a set of norms specified by the system without
the system being the agent at play. For instance a cat
moving her kittens closer to her to warm them up in
winter or a doctor operating on a patient. From the
point of view of the system (kittens or patient) the
coupling results in the accomplishment of a norm that
is specified by its organization, yet the system is not the
source of the modulation that is beneficial for itself.
Other relations between these requirements could be
explored, but these points make us think that the
requirements are mutually supporting because each of
them relates in non-trivial ways to the others, for
instance, by covering an absence.

We have departed from an intuitive conception of
agency and have argued based on common usage of
terms such as actions, for the joint necessity of these
three requirements. We could also add that such con-
ditions are also sufficient for a minimal conception of
agency because no additional condition seems to be
required to resolve any outstanding incompatibilities
with our intuitions with regards to agency in the most
general sense. In other words, we find it very difficult
to conceive of any system that jointly fulfills these
three criteria and it is not an agent.

At this point we already have a set of criteria
(albeit not generatively defined) to judge whether a
system is a genuine agent or not. From a descriptive
standpoint one could already make use of these condi-
tions to evaluate whether a given system is an agent or
not (see Table 1) and to test some available models.
But a proper definition of agency should do something
else for us: it must specify what is the generic and min-
imal type of system or mechanism that is capable of
generating, by itself, the properties that meet these con-
ditions. In fact all three of these requirements share in
common an essential role played by the inner organiza-
tion of the agent: that the system be defined by itself,
that the system be active, or that it be regulating its
interactions according to norms generated or sustained
from within (or, in some cases, internalized by the
agent). All this requires that we look inside, that we
explain these features in terms of how the system is
organized and organizes its interactions with the envi-
ronment. As Rohde and Stewart (2008) argue, the
ascription of these kinds of features on solely behavioral
grounds (if possible at all) stands on a much weaker
base than those grounded in the scientific study of the
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underlying mechanisms involving the organization of
the agent. We shall next show how minimal living
organization is already capable of meeting these con-
ditions and we will then abstract away from living
organization to provide an abstract generative defini-
tion that is applicable to a wider set of contexts.

3 Living Agency

What follows (and a great part of what was previously
stated) is a variation on an old theme that unifies some
approaches in philosophy of mind and cognitive sci-
ence by grounding cognitive capabilities in the auton-
omous organization of living systems. This tradition
could be traced back to Aristotelian conceptions of liv-

ing form and organic function, together with the Kantian
interpretation of self-organization in living systems on
his Critique of Judgment. But it was not until the rise of
systems-theoretic approaches to biological organization
(e.g., Bertalanffy, 1952), phenomenological approaches
to philosophical biology (Jonas, 1966/2001, 1968),
cybernetics (Ashby, 1960), and developmental psy-
chology (Piaget, 1967/1971) that this tradition came
closer to scientific examination and came into contact
with cognitive science.

During the late 1960s and 1970s the first rigorous
conceptual, mathematical, and simulation models of
minimal living organization became available: Varela,
Maturana & Uribe, 1974 autopoietic theory of life,
Tibor Gánti’s (2003a, 2003b) chemoton model, Stuart
Kauffman’s (1971) auto-catalytic network theory, or

Table 1

Type of system–
environment 
interaction 

Individuality condi-
tion: Is the system an 
individual? 

Interactional Asymme-
try condition: Is the sys-
tem the active source of 
interaction?

Normativity condition: Is 
the interaction norm gen-
erated by the system?

Is the 
system 
an agent? 

A gas on a con-
tainer

NO: The gas has no 
identity of its own, it is 
an externally imposed 
container that limits it 
in space and time 

NO NO NO

A cell undergo-
ing passive 
osmosis

YES: the system pro-
duces and maintains its 
organization including 
its membrane

NO: passive osmosis is a 
physically unconstrained 
process it is not asymmet-
rically caused by the sys-
tems organization

YES: yes if the osmotic 
process is functionally 
beneficial in relation to the 
system itself (e.g., sugar 
concentration balanced) 

NO

A human under-
going Parkinson 
tremors

YES: the human body 
produces and main-
tains its organization

YES: the system is the 
energetic and dynamic 
source of the move-
ments

NO: movements are not 
directed or responding to 
any internally generated 
norm

NO

A kitten being 
warmed up by 
its mother

YES: the kitten is a 
individualized organ-
ism producing and 
repairing itself

NO: it is the mother (the 
environment) that is 
driven the coupling

YES: The system–envi-
ronment coupling is satis-
fying the norm of keeping 
the kitten’s temperature 
within viability boundaries

NO

A bacterium 
performing met-
abolic-depend-
ent chemotaxis

YES: the system pro-
duces and maintains its 
organization including 
the membrane

YES: the system is the 
energetic and dynamic 
source of the move-
ments 

YES: interaction is regu-
lated internally and 
directly linked to proc-
esses of self-maintenance 

YES
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Robert Rosen’s (1958) M-R systems (see Rosen 1991
for an overview). The development of complexity sci-
ences (particularly the exploration of principles of
self-organization in complex networks and research
in far-from-equilibrium systems in physics and
chemistry) and the rise of system’s biology enriched
the theoretical and methodological framework of this
tradition. Of particular relevance for this article is the
work by Christensen and Hooker (2000) paralleled by
that of Ruiz-Mirazo and Moreno (2000) where the
very concept of agency is traced back to the autono-
mous organization of life making explicit some of the
theoretical and philosophical implications (for some
later developments see: Barandiaran, 2008; Di Paolo,
2005; Moreno & Etxeberria, 2005; Thompson, 2007;
Van Duijn, Keijzer, & Franken, 2006). More recently,
research into the minimal life forms and the origins of
life (for a review see Rasmussen et al., 2008) has
brought with it physically realistic simulation models
and in vitro synthesized proto-cellular systems, thus pro-
viding a much more accurate and empirically grounded
approach to the subject (including some relevant work
for the characterization of minimal agency—see Ruiz-
Mirazo & Mavelli, 2008). It is now evident that we can
synthesize, simulate and analyze complete, although
minimal, proto-organisms, making explicit some of the
emergent (holistic and integrated) properties that are
found at the root of agency and had long remained elu-
sive to proper scientific investigation; which has
favored reductionist (e.g., molecular) or abstract (e.g.,
mentalist) approaches.

The picture that comes out of this tradition is that
the required minimal living organization is that of a far-
from-thermodynamic-equilibrium system, a metabolic
network of chemical reactions that produces and repairs
itself, including the generation of a membrane that
encapsulates the reaction network while actively regu-
lating matter and energy exchanges with the environ-
ment. From this point of view, organisms are integrated
and active systems that must continuously interact with
their environment to self-generate and maintain
their own dissipative organization. This minimal (or
proto-cellular) living organization comes to capture
the essence of life, for even complex multicellular
organisms ultimately respond to the same logic of net-
worked self-regeneration and self-regulation through
its openness to the environment. These minimal mod-
els already provide a first empirically addressable
sense of individuality and normativity without having

to invoke abstract mentalistic entities such as “propo-
sitional beliefs” and “motivations” or without having
to reduce the phenomenology of agency to the “self-
ishness” of a replicating molecule (Dawkins, 2006).

The satisfaction of the individuality condition is
almost straightforward: the very organization of a living
system is self-asserting, by continuously regenerating
itself and its boundary a living system is demarcating
itself from its surroundings as a unified and integrated
system. In doing so it also carves an environment out
of an undifferentiated surrounding: the organization of
the system (the way in which components processes
are nested with each other building up a whole) deter-
mines which environmental features are “relevant” to
it, that is, which chemical components in the environ-
ment can affect it or are needed for its continued exist-
ence. In this way, the environment is not just what lies
outside the system as demarcated from the observer’s
point of view but is specified by the system through
the set of boundary conditions that affect it. The sys-
tem as a whole is irreducible to the sum of its disjoints
parts, as few reactions of a protocellular system would
occur in the absence of the continued support pro-
vided by the networked reactions as an organization
(that produce catalysts and molecular components at
the appropriate rate—sustaining reactions away from
their thermodynamic tendency) and the presence of a
membrane that acts both as a container and regulator
of these reactions.

In turn, this is where living individuality naturally
leads to normativity: component reactions must occur
in a certain manner in order for the very system to keep
going, environmental conditions are good or bad for the
continuation of the system, the system can fail to regain
stability after a perturbation, and so forth. This norma-
tive dimension is not arbitrarily imposed from the out-
side by a designer or external agent that monitors the
functioning of the system and judges according to her
interests. It is the very organization of the system that
defines a set of constraints and boundary conditions
under which it can survive (Barandiaran, 2007, 2008;
Christensen & Bickhard, 2002; Mossio et al., in
press). In this sense, living systems are subject to a
permanent precariousness (Di Paolo, 2009) that is
compensated by its active organization. This precari-
ousness implies that whatever the organism is doing
(i.e., whatever its factual functioning is) there is some-
thing that it ought to do; not for an external observer
but for itself, for the continuation of its very existence.
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In Jonas’ words: “[for metabolism] ‘To be’ is its
intrinsic goal. Teleology comes in where the continu-
ous identity of being is not assured by mere inertial
persistence of a substance, but is continually executed
by something done, and by something which has to be
done in order to stay on at all: it is a matter of to be or
not to be whether what is to be done is done.” (Jonas,
1968, p. 243). This type of organization we call auton-
omous (following Varela, 1979—for later develop-
ments see the contribution in Barandiaran & Ruiz-
Mirazo, 2008), since it captures both the emergence of
a self (autos) and that of norms (nomos).

The permanent need for external matter and energy,
and the fragility of living systems, sooner or later leads
to interactional asymmetry: any organism must actively
seek energy gradients and regulate its relation with the
environment in order to compensate or avoid poten-
tially destructive perturbations. So, over the most min-
imal metabolic network endowed with a membrane,
even very simple life forms possess adaptive mecha-
nisms that operate detecting and regulating internal
and interactive processes. Ruiz-Mirazo and Moreno
argue that the ion pumping mechanism against chemi-
cal gradients provides one of the simpler examples:
internal concentrations are regulated by modulating
membrane permeability according to self-maintenance
conditions (Ruiz-Mirazo & Mavelli, 2008; Ruiz-Mirazo
& Moreno, 2000). But paradigmatically, it is chemo-
tactic behavior moving up metabolic substrate gradi-
ents, or moving down poisonous reactant ones, that
brings simple life forms closer to our intuitive notion
of agency: the system is coupled to the environment
through a specialized (yet metabolically modulated)
sensorimotor subsystem capable of engaging in inter-
active cycles whose modulation (in terms of changing
the frequency of the direction of rotation of its flag-
ella) becomes essential for the metabolic continuation
of the bacterium.

Minimal life forms already come to satisfy the
necessary and sufficient conditions for agency. This
does not imply, however, that living organization is
necessary for agency, nor that all forms of agency
need to trace their normative or individuality condi-
tions back to living organization. What minimal life
provides is a clear and precise illustration of how indi-
viduality, normativity, and interactional asymmetry
conditions emerge from a naturalized framework that
can be fully operationalized and even synthesized.
What is essential for agency is that, in a manner iso-

morphic or analogous to that of metabolism, interac-
tive processes can be traced back to a form of
organization that displays similar properties.

4 Defining Agency

We have highlighted a number of conditions for
agency and we have illustrated how living organiza-
tion might come to satisfy them as one minimal (but
not necessarily unique) example. We have based our
analysis on the common usage of the terminology
related to agency. This has helped us avoid providing
a definition that could be at odds with our intuitions
about agency. We are now in place to provide a genera-
tive definition that is not just a restatement of the condi-
tions, but also the description of an organization capable
of generating and satisfying them. In short, an agent is
an autonomous organization capable of adaptively reg-
ulating its coupling with the environment according to
the norms established by its own viability conditions.
(Figure 1 depicts the relation between the different
elements that make up the definition.) A more detailed
and complete definition goes as follows:

A system S is an agent for a particular coupling C
with an environment E iff:

1. S is an open autonomous system in an environ-
ment E, meaning that:
1.1. among a set of processes a system S can be

distinguished as a network of interdependent
processes whereby every process belonging
to the network depends on at least another
process of the network and enables at least
another one so that isolated from the network
any component process would tend to run
down or extinguish;

1.2. the set of processes (not belonging to S) that
can affect S and are affected by S defines S’s
environment (E); and

1.3. S depends on certain conditions (specified by
S) that in turn depend on E

2. S modulates the coupling C in an adaptive manner:
2.1. where modulation indicates an alteration

(dependent on S) in the set of constraints that
determine the coupling between S and E;

2.2. adaptive means that the change in the coupling
C contributes to the maintenance of some of
the processes that constitute S.
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The above definition has two main virtues: (a) it is not
circular (the terms used in the definition do not pre-
suppose the notion of agency) and (b) it is generative
(in the sense that the three requirements previously
stated for agency follow from the definition). We shall
first show how the individuality, normativity, and
interactional asymmetry conditions are satisfied and
generated by the definition and then we will try to
clarify some of the terms included in the definition.

The autonomous organization (statement 1) pro-
vides a concrete sense of individuality and normativ-
ity. Statement 1.1 provides an objective criterion to
individualize a system among a set of processes:
those networked interdependently constitute an indi-
vidual. Although the network also depends on envi-
ronmental processes, these are not part of the system
because they do not, in turn, depend on the system
(although they might be affected by it). Since the
component processes cannot be sustained by them-
selves but only through the network of dependencies
to other processes it follows that the system is also
self-sustaining in the sense that the organization not
only defines the system but it is also thanks to it that
the system endures in time. Normativity emerges from
how the constitutive processes and the dependencies
between the system and the environment (described in
1.1 and 1.3) affect self-maintenance. Specific norms
relate to the different ways in which a change in the

system’s processes or in the environment can lead the
system to lose its organization as a self-maintaining
network.

Since the system modulates its coupling with the
environment in relation to conditions of self-mainte-
nance (statement 2), interactional asymmetry is guar-
anteed. There is a specific sense in which the system
can be said to be the source of the actions, for not only
is it modulating the coupling but is doing so in rela-
tion to the norms; that is, it is the organization of the
system (from which norms emerge) that is determin-
ing the modulation of the coupling. When we consider
that the system depends on certain conditions (1.2 and
1.3) and that it modulates its coupling in relation to
them (2.2) a deep sense of agency comes to the sur-
face: the system is not only acting (2.1) but it is
through its actions that it maintains and individuates
itself.3

It is the deep circularity and entanglement between
networked processes, the self-maintaining conditions
they generate, and the interactions that the system
establishes with the environment that makes agents so
challenging to model and understand. To make pre-
cise sense of such entanglement requires to make
explicit some of the terms involved in the definition.
For instance, the concepts of “maintenance,” “ena-
bling,” or “dependence” play a key role. Such terms
were chosen because they have a considerable degree

Figure 1 The figure illustrates the definition of agency: the system is constituted by a self-sustained network of proc-
esses (pictured as a circle, left) coupled to the environment; the systems exerts regulatory constraints over its coupling
giving rise to agency. (Copyright © 2009 Xabier E. Barandiaran under a Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike li-
cense, freedom is granted to copy, modify and distribute provided that this notice is preserved.)
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of generality and may take different forms in specific
cases. Sometimes such terms can be interpreted in
terms of stability (or in relation to a certain dynamic
order). For instance, the maintenance of a process
might refer to its stability around a given region of its
state space (e.g., an attractor); in turn, a process X
would depend on another process Y if Y is a paramet-
ric condition of X’s stability (and, conversely, Y would
enable X’s stability). In other cases a process is pro-
viding the material or energetic requirements for
another process to be sustained; or it might constrain
its degrees of freedom in order to operate in a certain
manner. Other cases might involve more sophisticated
forms of dependency.

Another central concept of the definition is that of
component processes. Unlike other authors (particu-
larly Ruiz-Mirazo & Moreno, 2000, and Christensen
& Hooker, 2000) we do not restrict or reduce auton-
omy to the domain of metabolism or biological organ-
ization. Our definition of autonomy (much in the line
of Varela, 1979) can be applied to other domains. For
instance, networked interdependent processes can be
chemical reactions, molecular structures, physiologi-
cal structures (such as tissues or organs), neurody-
namic patterns at the large scale, sensorimotor loops,
social habits, and so forth. This way, agency does not
have to be subordinated to biological/metabolic organi-
zation but can appear at different scales responding to a
variety of autonomous processes. The possibility is
also open for different forms of autonomous organiza-
tions to overlap in their material substrates.

What remains central to our definition is that for
any agentive engagement of a system with its environ-
ment its identity must be jeopardized at the proper
level and that the interaction must involve a process of
compensation for deviations from a norm that is gen-
erated from within (both the norm and the compensa-
tion). It is in this sense that the interaction becomes
meaningful for the agent, that the agent makes sense
of a situation: actions are guided by the need to com-
pensate the threatening deviation from a norm and
environmental processes are integrated into the inter-
action as relevant for the achievement of such com-
pensation. We call this process sense-making (Di
Paolo, 2005; Thompson, 2004) for what would other-
wise be a mere event or occurrence becomes valued.
The threat must not be interpreted exclusively in terms
of a direct challenge to the continuation of the agent.
It can take the form of a tension or imbalance that,

without directly challenging the identity of the sys-
tem, still provokes an involvement of the whole sys-
tem in its attempt to counteract the imbalance with the
effect that more direct threats are consequently
averted.

The definition we provide is minimal, it is just
meant to generate phenomena that fulfill necessary
and sufficient conditions for agency (at whatever level
of organization that is considered). Notice for instance
that living systems in conditions that require interac-
tive regulation fall under this definition, consequently
life is sufficient for agency (but not necessary because,
as we mentioned, the possibility is open for non-metab-
olizing forms of autonomy and agency to appear).
While capturing those features that are essential to mini-
mal forms of agency, the definition remains open to
further conditions, interdependencies, hierarchies of
modulation, forms of coupling, and so forth. that might
account for more complex types of agency. Similarly,
we should not expect natural agents to operate at a
single level of organization. Most will involve differ-
ent scales of autonomy (metabolic, immune, neurody-
namic, social, etc.) forming nested hierarchies of
adaptive regulation (such as metabolic monitoring
mechanisms modulating behavioral responses or neu-
rodynamically induced psychosomatic disorders in the
immune system). But leaving aside the sophisticated
cases that involve different scales of autonomy it is fun-
damentally through the spatial and temporal dimen-
sions that agency expands in complexity.

5 The Spatio-temporal Dimensions of 
Agency

Agency is inherently a temporally and spatially
extended process. When we say so, we mean not only
that the processes described have an essential tempo-
ral or spatial extension in the eye of the observer, but
also that an agent’s own perspective has temporal and
spatial structure and that this depends on its form of
agency. In this section the analysis is less rigorous
than in the preceding sections, as our purpose is to
address, as an example, not as an exhaustive treat-
ment, some of the consequences of the previous
minimal definition and how it can be made more
complex along the fundamental dimensions of space
and time. Most of these issues remain open to further
work.
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5.1 Why Space–Time Matters

It is evident, even trivial, that time is an essential
aspect of agency. Following our definition we first
notice that it is through interconnected processes that
an autonomous organization is constituted (a frozen
snapshot of the system is nothing but a picture of a dead
organization). The time span of the interdependencies
between such processes and their precariousness (their
extinction outside the organization that sustains them) is
also crucial to understand the self-maintenance of the
system and its margin to compensate decay and pertur-
bations. In addition, different rhythms, temporal scales,
and phenomena of synchronization and co-variation
might be found at the core of constitutive processes
(Buzsáki, 2006). Second, we also notice that the adaptive
modulation of a coupling makes agency unfold tempo-
rally: in order for a system to regulate itself there must be
some buffering or distance between the immediate per-
turbation and the possibility of compensating for it. The
very notion of modulation is inherently temporal, it
directly implies a change over time and often involves
more sophisticated temporal structures such as a change
on a certain rate (e.g., catalysts modulating a reaction
rate) or the entrainment of certain rhythms by other ones
(e.g., frequency and amplitude modulation). In addition,
an action “is a structured event, with clearly defined
phases of onset (the sensing of a negative tendency),
acceleration (the activation of the adaptive mecha-
nism), consummation (the overturning of the negative
tendency) and cadence (the de-activation of the adap-
tive response)” (Di Paolo, 2005, p. 442). The temporal
structure of behavior can appear as a nested hierarchy
of modulations that in turn becomes crucial if we are to
differentiate between types of couplings: actions, tasks,
training, learning, development, and so forth.

There is also a sense in which spatiality turns out
to be relevant for many forms of agency (certainly for
living systems): that is, the spatial or topological prop-
erties of the processes that constitute the autonomous
organization of the system and also its coupling. On
the one hand constitutive processes (and interdepend-
ent relationships between them) might crucially rely
on spatial aspects; for instance the formation of spa-
tially structured patterns in self-organized processes
such as convection flows (Hanczyc, Toyota, Ikegami,
Packard, & Sugawara, 2007).

But more important, perhaps, is the spatial situ-
atedness of agents. The need to understand agents as

brain–body–environment coupled dynamical systems
has been repeatedly stressed (Beer, 1995, 2003; Chiel
& Beer, 1997). But a motile sensorimotor coupling is a
special case of coupling, qualitatively different from
the paradigmatic example of the coupling of a Watt’s
Governor with a water flow. A sensorimotor coupling
is, primarily, a coupling between a geometrical space
and a dynamical system. This implies, first of all, that
behavior cannot be taken to be exclusively the result
of extracting statistical properties or patterns from a
string of predefined sensory inputs and the production
of an adequate response output. Situatedness provides
much more complex and flexible possibilities for
action. For example, a non-situated agent whose con-
trol architecture is reactive (i.e., whose output is deter-
mined by the instantaneous input by a non-modifiable
internal structure) cannot solve a non-Markovian task,
that is, cannot successfully classify an environmental
condition if its detection requires the extraction of a
sequential (timely) order, when the condition of the
environment cannot be reduced to an instantaneous
sensory value. In contrast, a system with a reactive con-
troller that is situated in a spatial environment can
transform non-Markovian tasks into Markovian tasks
by exploiting geometric properties of the agent–envi-
ronment coupling (e.g., Izquierdo-Torres & Di Paolo,
2005). Yet, what is particularly relevant for agency is
the establishment of a perspective, that is, the consti-
tution of the agent as a reference point in space and
time, for the agent itself and not for the observer (who
can chose any reference point for its convenience and
accommodate the observations accordingly). With
this perspective a proper sense of environment for the
system, or world, emerges, not just a surface in which
external processes impinge, but a spatially and tempo-
rarily structured domain of interactions.

5.2 Space–Time from the Agent’s 
Perspective

Poincaré (1895) has argued that the Euclidean geomet-
rical properties of an agent’s world are to the result of
its sensorimotor situatedness in a spatial environment
and to its capacity to enact invariant properties (such as
continuity of space, dimensionality, or homogeneity)
through sensorimotor structuring of its experience
(such as active visual tracking, reversibility of percep-
tions, and invariance of shape upon movement around
an object). Even when he was not directly concerned
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with the nature of agency Poincaré conceptualized
spatial properties as arising from the possibilities and
regularities of bodily actions. Motility in a spatial
environment equips an agent with the possibility of
coping recurrently with the perturbations it encounters
and to span them onto a domain of interactions and
flexible sensorimotor correlations. With such a way of
recurrent modulation, an agent has the possibility of
restoring situations at will, exploiting the structural
invariants of the sensorimotor coupling with the envi-
ronment that it thus creates. Therefore, the challenge is
to reconstruct the spatio-temporal dimensions of the
environment of the agent not from the point of view of
the observer scientist or the modeler, but from the
frame of reference of the agent itself. We may know
as external observers that an agent and its environ-
ment have certain spatial properties (such as a number
of coordinates, objects, gradients, etc.). We may also
make these properties part of our models, for ease of
interpretation and familiarity. However, on many
occasions, for an agent, the environment could be
reduced to a string of intensities with no spatial or
temporal patterns—the spatial and historical structure
is in the eye of the observer.4

The spatial and temporal organization of behavior
is the result of the lifetime development of spatio-tem-
porality (as, e.g., described by Piaget, 1946/1969;
Piaget & Inhelder, 1948/1956) and the elaboration of
spatio-temporal behavior in evolutionary history. Such
an elaboration of space and time in an agent’s behavio-
ral domain (from its own perspective) coincides with
higher forms of agency with more complex mechanis-
tic organization. More complex life forms show a
build-up of both quantitative growth and qualitative
transitions of spatio-temporality and agency: rudimen-
tary forms of memory provide a sequentially ordered
space without a metric—for instance, Cartwright and
Collett (1983) have proposed that the mechanism used
by honeybees to return to the hive after foraging
comes down to the restoration of an ordered sequence
of retinal snapshots. Some insects, mammals, and
birds clearly exploit not just the orderly, but also the
metric properties of their couplings with the environ-
ment. Their rich sensorimotor inventory, afforded by
the nervous system’s fast and flexible way of linking
sensors and actuators, allows them to further increase
the degree of mediacy between the surface effect of
the stimulus and its meaning for the system by adding
another layer of abstraction to its perspective on the

spatio-temporality of its coupling with the environ-
ment. This transition in spatio-temporality coincides
with a transition in agency.

Human spatio-temporality, even though it is still
not well understood in many ways, adds yet another
layer of abstraction to the perspective on the spatio-tem-
porality of the environment. This additional layer is the
symbolic abstraction of space and time. For instance, we
tend to think of space as an abstract, unitary three-
dimensional box. The reality of our embodied behav-
ior shows, by contrast, that our interactions with the
world in the vertical dimension are strongly influ-
enced by the vestibular sense (because of gravity),
which makes them very different from our interaction
with the world in the horizontal plane (e.g., Gibson,
1952). Similarly, we make an explicit spatial analogy
of time as an arrow in thinking and language (cf.,
Lakoff & Johnson, 2003; Rohde, 2008). Such sym-
bolic spatio-temporality, that lumps together a diverse
set of sensorimotor couplings with the world pushes
the stimulus and its meaning even further apart. We
tend to think of this Euclidean perspective on space
and time as the “real” one—because it is the one that
most makes sense in our behavioral domain, afforded
by our body, its coupling with the environment and cul-
tural practices. One of the most difficult and challeng-
ing tasks to advance the understanding and modeling
of agency is to reconstruct this process of spatio-tem-
poral organization of agency without directly mapping
or projecting our human preconceptions into the
agents we study.

6 Conclusions

We have attempted to describe a phenomenon that is
both commonplace and practical, especially in research
areas such as cognitive science and robotics, and yet
very hard to define. The generative definition that we
have provided answers to the necessary and sufficient
conditions that we have identified for agency. Yet there
are many aspects of the definition (and the require-
ments) that need further work. For instance the charac-
terization of interactional asymmetry in terms of
modulation is still incomplete. It would be valuable to
investigate how energetic and informational/correla-
tional measures of asymmetry relate to modulatory
capacity and to explore whether such measurements
can complement each other. In addition, a potential
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problem of our formalization of modulations is that
what counts as a parametric modulation and what as
a coupling between variables is often a matter of
choice for the modeler. Therefore, a principled way to
account for interactional asymmetry would be highly
desirable. An asymmetry between the complexity of
behavior generating mechanisms and that of the cou-
pling could be an alternative, but most probably to
move a step further requires connecting the issue of
interactional asymmetry with that of normative regu-
lation.

Other questions have to do with the relationship of
co-dependence between system and environment.
Although a first approximation of the problem required
distinguishing the system from its environment, agency
(especially when considering recurrent sensorimotor
situatedness) leads to a deep entanglement of an agent
with its environment. Yet, despite its “being-in-the-
world” an agent does selectively couple with environ-
mental features asymmetrically integrating them on its
behavioral organization. A number of questions fol-
low: How does niche construction (for example) relate
to agency? Should those environmental features that
recurrently depend on the agent be considered as part
of the agent? What is the status of tools as mediators
between agents and environments?

Finally, the relationship between the emergence
of norms and adaptive regulation also requires a more
careful analysis. How, exactly can a system be “sensi-
tive” or “responsive” to its own norms when these
emerge from holistic dependencies? What is the status
of living behavior that is produced by mechanisms
that operated independently of the rest of the organ-
isms and yet do so in an adaptive manner (e.g., a
reflex)? This issue also connects with a requirement
that is somehow implicit in the definition: that the
agent be involved, as a whole, in the modulation of its
coupling and not driven by subsystems operating as
central controllers for the rest of the system.

To address these issues might require the use of
specific models (natural or artificial) where questions
can be more precisely formulated, alternatives tested
on the model, and conceptual issues clarified in a
workable arena (capable of rendering explicitly the
consequences of complex mechanisms in operation).
Similarly, applying the definition to an existing model
(illustrating aspects of the definition with specific
processes in the model) would also permit the testing
of potential measurements of the notions of norms

(e.g., homeodynamic stability), individuality (e.g., with
measures of closure based on hyperset or category the-
ory), and interactional asymmetry (e.g., in terms of
emergent constraints or some measure of complexity
asymmetry). Also, to attempt a formalization of the
definition (or of some aspects of it) would be a paral-
lel endeavor to that of developing appropriate meas-
ures. Ultimately, the ideal definition should be able to
confront the following task: given a natural (physico-
chemical or biological) system or a mathematical/sim-
ulation model (where variables and parameters do not
bear any information about what they are meant to
represent) we should be capable of using the defini-
tion almost automatically (i.e., without requiring fur-
ther interpretation) to distinguish between the system
and the environment, to define the norms that the
agent must satisfy and to determine whether the sys-
tem is operating as an agent or not.

Despite the fact that our definition is, admittedly,
not yet complete there are concrete and practical conse-
quences that can be extracted for the study of adaptive
behavior: (a) mere sensorimotor coupling on its own is
too weak a condition for agency, modulation of interac-
tions need also be considered; (b) systems that only
satisfy constraints or norms imposed from outside
(e.g., optimization according to an externally fixed
function) should not be treated as models of agency;
and (c) the identity of an agent cannot be divorced
from its behavior, therefore, some kind of feedback
between the agent’s behavior and the self-mainte-
nance of its organization should be included in our
models (i.e., the agent must “benefit” or “suffer” the
consequences of its action in a manner that is relevant
for its continued activity). Finally, it must be stressed
that models of agency can explore different aspects of
our definition without the system fully satisfying the
three requirements.

Stressing the importance of space and time also
has relevant implications for modeling and developing
theoretical intuitions about agents: while some of the
temporal aspects have begun to be investigated more
systematically with dynamical systems approaches,
the complexities brought by spatial embeddedness are
still not fully captured by traditional modeling frame-
works.

Through its emphasis on the dynamic-organiza-
tional requirements that make a system an agent our
definition of agency provides a step toward a workable
scientific concept that can be used to regulate empiri-
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cal and modeling work. It is not, however, expected to
fit all potential legitimate uses of the term, hence we
prefer to see it as a definition of minimal agency. It is
open to further theoretical development and revision
in the light of modeling and empirical advances. For
empirical research, our definition indicates that it will
be important to understand how organizational auton-
omy links to motion and spatio-temporal behavior, but
also how these domains are distinguished at the level of
the generative mechanisms, and what that implies for
the kind of patterns an agent can regulate, its possibili-
ties for action and perception, and what they mean for
an agent’s spatio-temporally organized sense-making.
Our definition also points out the routes towards the
synthesis of such agents, the kind of mechanical-dynam-
ical organization to aspire. We expect progress to come
from minimal models that explore the dynamic rela-
tionship between constitutive aspects of the agent
(those involved in the maintenance of an autonomous
organization) and interactive aspects (coupling with
the environment and the modulation of that coupling).
In return, these models and their analysis will indicate
a need for improvement and enable us to progres-
sively distill an increasingly workable and formalized
definition.

As a further observation, we note that existing
models of autonomous agents either focus on consti-
tutional aspects alone or they focus exclusively on
interactive aspects independently of how they relate
to constitution, that is, simple sensorimotor loops.
Daley et al. (2002), Fernando and Rowe’s (2008) mod-
els focus on the chemical requirements to build an
individual but do not address interactive aspects. Con-
cerning the other end, typified by agent modeling in
autonomous robotics and minimal cognition, even those
researchers concerned with the connection between via-
bility constraints and behavior, have not focused on the
question of how sensorimotor loops relate to autono-
mous constitution (though some of the relevant ques-
tions can indeed be approached with these methods,
see, e.g., Di Paolo & Iizuka, 2008; Iizuka & Di Paolo,
2007).

There are, however, an increasing number of mod-
els that explore the intermediate space and issues of
modulation. Some of them draw their models departing
from metabolic organization: they include models by
Ruiz-Mirazo and Mavelli (2008), Ikegami & Suzuki,
(2008), and Hanczyc et al. (2007). Other recent mod-
els explore the issues of decoupling between sensori-

motor mechanisms and metabolic dynamics that our
definition points to (e.g., Egbert & Di Paolo, this
issue) and can be situated even closer to the idea of
agency expounded here. Certainly, the grounding of
individuality and normativity conditions in biologi-
cal organization and minimal models of metabolism
has attracted most attention. But it has also distracted
attention away from an almost unexplored avenue of
research: the possibility for the emergence of a new
level of autonomy in the domain of behavior and neuro-
dynamics. The adaptive regulation of behavior needs
not be exclusively subordinated to the viability con-
straints imposed from biological “survival conditions.”
Instead, it can be equally governed by the need to main-
tain neurodynamic and behavioral organization in terms
of self-maintenance of habits, coherence of behavior,
psycho-dynamic stability, and so forth (Barandiaran &
Di Paolo, 2008; Barandiaran & Moreno, 2006; Di
Paolo, 2003;). It is here where robotic models have an
opportunity to address a strong conception of agency,
but further work is required to put the present defini-
tion to practical use in this direction.

There are numerous issues around the concept of
agency that we have not even addressed yet: notably,
the multiplicity of agency, collective agency, social,
and cultural norms, or specific forms and orders of
agency (intentional, reflexive, socio-linguistic, etc.).
But by sketching out the most minimal and fundamen-
tal generative definition for agency, we want to pro-
vide the groundwork for future advances that allow us
to tackle these problems hands on. We expect that the
mentioned and future models, and a revision and
extension of empirical evidence will help us eliminate
potential problems in our definition and consolidate
the understanding of agency.

Being specific about the requirements for agency
has told us a lot about how much is still needed for the
development of artificial forms of agency but at the
same time it gives an indication of the different goals
that must be achieved along the way. It also gives us
an idea of the difficulties and complexity of the prob-
lems that still need to be resolved. This situation con-
trasts with the much more vague (but widespread)
targets that are usually presented as goals for AI and
robotics research such as asking a system to be rational,
to have real emotions or to be conscious. Such targets
are unfortunately very common and tend to come
together with a poor mapping of the intermediate stages
required to define a fruitful research program, Further-
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more, they all presuppose, rather uncritically, that there
exists an “unproblematic” substrate for such properties:
an agent.

Notes

1 This remark applies to agents once they are in full enjoy-
ment of their agential character. But it does not preclude
the possibility that the ontogeny and evolution of different
forms of agency is not itself highly dependent on links to a
community of other agents and environmental factors. A
self-defined identity does not happen in a vacuum and is
inevitably tied to a web of necessary relations to develop
and survive. The full sense of a system self-defining its
own identity will be clarified in sections 3 and 4.

2 We shall use the terms norm and goal interchangeably.
Despite the notion of norm being generally applied to a
procedure or a limit condition that must be respected
whereas that of goal refers to specific reference states (get
to position X, grasp object Y, attain result Z), for minimal
cases both terms might be treated equivalently since both
capture a necessary or desired condition that a process
must achieve. Explicit distinctions between norms, rules,
goals, intentions, desires, plans, and so forth. would demand
reference to more elaborate forms of agency that remain
out of the scope of this article.

3 There is an additional feature of agency that is implicit in
the definition but still remains difficult to fully disclose.
The adaptive modulation of constraints of the coupling
(which may also be global constraints on the operations of
the parts of the system) must be emergent (meaning that it
cannot be attributed to a sub-system of the agent in charge
of regulation, a kind of central controller). This seems to
be a question of logical necessity. Subsystems that regu-
late according to a fixed norm independent of the agent’s
current state and dynamical organization act as external
constraints on the system, they are outside its sphere of
influence. Therefore, only the emergent modulations of
constraints that concern the system as a whole can be sen-
sitive to the norms defined by the system.

4 Consider the case of E. coli performing chemotaxis on a
chemical gradient. From the point of view of the bacte-
rium the environment appears simply as the succession of
the changes of the intensity of a variable (concentration of
the attractant) with no metric structure. These changes co-
vary with the activity of flagellar rotation. Because of the
internal dynamics of the sensorimotor system this variable
will tend to have, statistically, a higher value over time.
The fact that the bacterium is situated in a spatial gradient
is absolutely irrelevant from the point of view of the bac-
terium. In other words, the bacterium does not have access

to a notion of its own displacements in space. Thus, the
spatial properties often obvious to us, observers, of the
behavior of an agent need not accessible to the agent itself.
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